Plate 1.29. (above) View from southeast of eastern facade of Building T, Room 5 (left, center), Central Court (lower left), and LM III Room 4 with its foundations set on pavement of the western end of North Stoa.

Plate 1.30. (below left) View from south of same area shown in pl., 1.29 showing wall between spaces 10 and 11 of the North Stoa, and column or pier sub-base at a. Scarp of Greek temples on right.

Plate 1.31. (below right) View from southeast of blocked doorway in northeastern corner of Building T, Room 5, taken from within LM III Room 4. Note end of eastern wall of Room 5 at a.
Plate 1.32. Plan showing MM walls and slab platform in northwest area.
Plate 1.33. Plan and archaeological section of MM slab platform and neighboring walls.
Plate 1.34. Conjecturally restored early plan of Rooms 5A and 5B of LM I Building T.
Plate 1.35. Restored stair plans and section of stairs in Spaces T5A/5B.
Plate 1.36. Phase plan of installations in area of Space 7 (MM II–LM IIIA2/B).
Plate 1.37. LM III B floor deposit in Building N (earlier Spaces T5, T7).
Plate 1.38. Later blocking walls (c, f) in Space 7, Building T: a = walls of Building T; b = later slab on LM I floor; d = block removed from southern facade of T5; e = LM III walls of Building N.

Plate 1.39. Northern wall of T5, showing top of wall (a, a) blocking its northern entrance.
Plate 1.40. Later walls above Spaces T5 and T7.

BUILDING T
Late walls in sand
Plate 1.41. Elevation of northern and eastern facades with orthostates of Neopalatial Building T.
Plate 1.42. Detail of Pl. 1.41, northwest.
Plate 1.43. Detail of Pl. 1.41, north and northeast.
ELEVATION G

Plate 1.44. Detail of Pl. 1.41, southeast.
Plate 1.45. Restored view of North Stoa.